ROTA-SORTER®
MORE PERFORMANCE,
FLEXIBILITY AND ECONOMIC
EFFICIENCY
LOGISTIC SYSTEMS

ROTA-SORTER®
AN ALL-ROUND PERFORMER
IN A CLASS OF ITS OWN

Sortation of various items on one sorter — polybags or parcels

With the latest solution by
BEUMER, you opt for a versatile
machine with superior operational
efficiency: the Rota-Sorter® can
handle a vast range of items on a
single line at top speed. Its unique
discharge technology makes
sortation extremely gentle. The
system also distinguishes itself
through its flexibility and economic efficiency.
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CAN SORT ANYTHING —
AND PLENTY OF IT

GENTLE ON THE PRODUCT
AND THE ENVIRONMENT

The Rota-Sorter® can sort a great variety
of items, whether large or small, tall or
flat, of different weight categories and
in different packaging, on one single line.
The range extends from flat lightweight
items with dimensions of 120 x 60 x
5 mm to large packages with a format
of 1,200 x 800 x 800 mm weighing up
to 31.5 kg. High-speed operation is
a matter of course: the Rota-Sorter®
can sort an impressive 5,000 items per
hour on one line. But it gets even better.
The sorter can be expanded to up to
three lines arranged above each other,
thus achieving a maximum capacity of
15,000 items per hour.

Gentle product handling reduces the
number of customer complaints: the
Rota-Sorter® discharges all items very
carefully, no matter the throughput. It is
made possible by the sinusoidal velocity
curve of the discharge movement. The
sortation system is not just easy on the
items but also on the hearing of your employees: even after considerable running
time the Rota-Sorter® remains very quiet.

USES SIMPLE SOLUTIONS
FOR COMPLEX REQUREIMENTS

Whatever sortation challenges you face,
the Rota-Sorter® masters them all with
simple, reliable technology. Firstly, the
sortation system has very few moving
parts. Secondly, the discharge system
operates with a very limited amount of
electronic components and the sorter
area requires just a small number of
sensor elements. Thirdly, all units are

Expandable to double or triple sorter

easily accessible. All of the above helps
ensure high availability and low maintenance costs.

EASILY EXPANDABLE TO A SYSTEM

The flexibility of the Rota-Sorter® leaves
nothing to be desired: the discharge systems can be mounted anywhere on the
outside of the sorter. Furthermore, they
can be moved or provided with additional
discharge points later on. The dimensioning of the system is likewise flexible: the
sorter can be operated not just as a single line but also as a double or triple sorter
with independent systems. BEUMER
provides everything you need for them,
e.g. feeding and discharge lines, scanners, weight and volume measurement,
accumulation chutes and conveyors and
tilting stations.

Identification and optional volume/weight measurement

COST-EFFICIENT FROM THE START

Top performance at affordable cost: due
to its simple design and low complexity
the Rota-Sorter® sets itself apart from
more complex sortation systems through
low capital costs. The sturdy construction, gentle item handling and high sortation capacity also ensure that the welldesigned sorter pays off quickly.

HIGHLIGHTS

›› Design as a single, double
or triple sorter

›› Capacity: mixed goods up
to 15,000 items per hour

›› Quick, reliable discharge
›› Gentle item handling
›› Flexible modular design
›› Everything from one source
›› Environmentally friendly due
to high energy efficiency
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sustainability based on their economic, environmental and social performance as measured by
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